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Response to Roland Barthes’ Rhetoric of the Image.

The advertisement that I chose is from In style magazine, February issue 2022. This ad is for the
brand “Chloe.” This advertisement is for their new wine collection by their wine maker
Georgetta Dane (pictured on advertisement). This is a full page advertisement on a 8.5” by 11”
magazine. There are three images in this ad, a background image, image of the model and image
of the bottle of wine. The model in the ad is a sophisticated, middle age woman. Her tied up hair,
white button down blouse, pearl necklace and earrings, and the way she is holding the glass of
wine, portrait that she is a classy, sophisticated person. This lead me to conclude that the target
audience is a middle age woman, close to retirement and perhaps she may be wealthy or has a
job with a good income. The bottle of wine is clear white with black typography on a white label
with gold edges and a black bow across the middle of the bottle. They use clean and easy to read
typography. The bottle had a very sophisticated look to it as well.

There is also a box with stroke only over the woman’s face. This particularly highlights her face
and the glass of wine. I think they did this to highlight the woman (target audience, age group)
and the wine (product). This answers “who?” and “what?” for the viewer. The woman is also the

creator of this brand and this is labeled underneath the box. The font for the name of the brand is
bold, the font for the description underneath the brand is regular or thin style. There is a text box
on the right hand side with a description. The font is regular style and all of the typography is
back and white. Nevertheless, the image background is black and white. From the background I
concluded that she is at a vineyard on a cloudy day. The layout is well distributed. This is a two
column layout with a full background image. The brand name and brand description are position
in the center. There is typography on the right Column and left column.

Applying what I learned from Roland Barthes’s essay. Examining linguistic messages, the
denoted message is the name of the company, in this advertisement the name of the company is
“Chloe” and the connoted message is “Wine” and there is lot of reference to woman. For
example, “Godmother” “Her story” I think the linguistic message here is wine by woman for
woman. I don’t think that there is a decoded message on the product itself because it is
represented as what it is a bottle of wine. I think the coded message is on who this product is for
which can be concluded by what the woman on the image is representing and what she is
wearing. The way the woman is being presented give us a lot of information about the message
in the advertisement.

Moreover, the signed items on the advertisement are the vineyard and the woman. The vineyard
represents the freshness of the product and the woman represents that you should dress up and
look nice to enjoy this fresh wine. As well as, the use of colors: black, wine, gold represent class
and style. I think that the use of denotation words here is very straight forward. The sentence

“wine collection” suggest that this is a wine brand and they are advertising a special collection.
Therefore the product will be wine. However, the quote: “To my godmother & biggest advocate
who taught me there is nothing I couldn’t do “This quote could mean anything, could be for a
book or any product without imagery. For this reason, we need more information in order to
conclude that this ad is for a wine collection.

I think the advertiser utilize language and imagery well for this particular work, in order to
promote a wine brand, the package and who they target audience is. The images and typography
work well together and delivery a message that it is easy to understand. All these components
worked well together to create this ad. By applying Roland Barthes’s ideas. By separating the
two, the image and the typography, they both deliver the message that it is about wine and the
target audience is mainly for “woman.” Decoding the images and linguistic messages, helped me
look at this advertisement differently and it was fascinating breaking down all the details. There
is a lot of work involve in advertisement, coming up with the different ways to indirectly
communicate a message is a difficult task but breaking down the work and understand what is
being presented to us, it is something that we should all try do.

